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ABSTRACT
T
vial boundary conditions(BC
Cs) for improvingthe generall
This paper deescribes currennt work on thee implementatiion of non-triv
applicability of
o the Materiaal Point Method (MPM) to geotechnical
g
bo
oundary valuess problems. It summarises no
ovel boundaryy
treatments (noon-trivial BCss) in MPM for (i) flow condiitions, as well as (ii) the appplication of a ssurface traction
n on a movingg
boundary forr solid materiaals. Both treattments are reqquired, for exaample, to estim
mate the conssequence of sllope failure inn
geotechnical engineering. The
T flow conddition BCs havve been used to
o simulate a suubcritical flow and the surfacce traction BC
C
B
examples show that thhese new treattments are useeful in solvingg
has been appplied on top off aslope leadinng to failure. Both
practical probblems.
DS:Boundary conditions;
c
Geootechnical enggineering practiice; Material Point
P
Method; S
Slope stability
y.
KEY WORD

CTION
INTRODUC
y involve differential
d
eqquations (e.g
g. mass andd
In continuuum mechaniccs, boundaryy value probblems usually
momentum conservationn) with a set of additionall constraints, namely boundary condittions (BCs). The
T Materiall
f
the bacckground gridd, has proveen to be useeful in manyy
Point Methood (MPM), which decouuples mass from
geotechnicall large deform
mation probleems(Sulsky ett al., 1994).
o small deforrmation modeels, both anallytical as welll as numericcal, geotechniical design iss
Despite the abundance of
mited to thee
often limiteed to a strenngth analysiss. Especially in slope sttability theorry, current ppractice is lim
computationn of factors of
o safety. Appplying MPM
M to slope stab
bility theory enables a quuantitative an
nd qualitativee
estimation of
o the consequence of faailure, whichh, for examp
ple, is requirred for risk assessment, vulnerabilityy
analyses andd displacemennt design criteria.
2010;Soga ett
Even thoughh MPM has been alreaddy applied too many slopee stability prroblems(Andeersen et al.,2
al.,2016; Wang et al., 20016; Coelho et al.,2018), these analysses often direectly applied
d the BCs fro
om the Finitee
N
M
MPM
applicattions are ofteen limited byy
Element Meethod (FEM) on an edge of the background grid. Nowadays,
(usuallyfixedd) BCs locateed at the gridd edges. Howeever, BCs aree more comm
monly associaated with the mass
m in solidd
mechanicsorr often flux-bbased in fluidds, i.e. they are
a decoupled from the grid
g in MPM.. Therefore, for
f a generall
application of
o MPM to sllope stability problems, noon-trivial BCss are requiredd as well (Corrtis et al.,2018).
n
ary treatmentss in MPM fo
or flow condditions (Zhao et al.,2018) and a novell
This paper summarises novelbounda
g boundary (Remmerswa
(
aal,2017). Flo
ow boundaryy
method for the applicatiion of a surfface traction on a moving
m
used to simulate, for example, flow within
n a slope or erosional annd deposition
nal processess
conditions maybe
(Shields, 1936; Einstein, 1950;etc.). A surface tracction can be used
u
to applyy a load, for eexample on to
op of a slope,,
e
reprresent a buildding founded on top of ann
which remaiins present duuring failure.. This tractionn could, for example,
embankmennt.
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IN/OUTFLOW BCS FOR UNIFORM AND NON-UNIFORM FLOWS
Recent advances in MPM theory have made this method a robust unified framework with efficient and versatile
coupling techniques for solid-fluid-structure-gas interaction and large deformations, especially when compared to
more established civil engineering methods such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Yan et al., 2018).
To reduce the computational cost of MPM, large domains are often truncated and confined between artificial
boundaries (ABCs)(Zhao & Liang, 2016; Bolognin et al., 2017; Martinelli et al., 2017). The locationof the
required ABCs can be fabricated by intuition, experience, asymptotic behaviour and numerical experimentation
(Papanastasiou et al., 1992). For truncation of the domain in fluid flows, ABCs are required which allow the fluid
to flow in and out of the area of interest. This paper describes the implementation of an MPM BC, which
improves the conditions under which material points are introduced or removed at the boundaries. The novel BC
treatment thereby allows the description of well-posedproblems that are able to simulate truncated fluid flow
mechanics.
To simulate a segment of a flow, the boundary must allow mass to enter andleave the domain ata predefined flow
rate, and (simultaneously) control the pressure imposed from the water outside the boundary. For a solvable
governing equation, all boundariesare required to only have one BC imposed. Moreover, as mass is entering and
leaving the domain (in MPM), material points(MPs) must be introduced or removed (to ensure mass continuity).
In flow conditions at least one BC should control the kinematics, i.e. fix the acceleration or velocity, otherwise the
problem is not well-posed. However, the inflow and outflow conditions cannot simultaneously control kinematics,
as physically impossible situations may then arise (e.g.not enough mass in the domain to satisfy the BCs).Many
flow segments finishin either subcritical hydraulic conditions or zero pressure conditions, so a pressure boundary
is more appropriate for the outflow boundary. Consequently, the inflow boundary has been selected to control the
kinematics.
The novel in/outflow BCs are respectively very similar to the classic flux (velocity) and traction controlled
(pressure) BCs of FEM. The difference is that due to the material discretisation into MPs, the MPs move in and
out of the domain. This means specific methods for the Eularian component must be developed.
In order to impose a velocity and fixed (zero) acceleration, a zero acceleration is applied on the nodes of the
boundary condition, see Figure 1a. In addition, additional material points must be added. To facilitate this an
additional row of ghost elements (inflow elements) are added immediately next to the domain. Material points are
added in these elements such that the water density is maintained. These points are given an initial velocity of the
required flux and a fixed acceleration. Neither the velocity nor the acceleration are changed until the points enter
the domain. Details of the implementation can be found in (Zhao et al., 2018).
Conversely, an outflow BC needs to impose a prescribed force (Neumann BCs), representing, for example,
hydrostatic pressure (Figure 1b), in the same manner as FEM. Also in this case an additional set of elements was
used in order to remove the points that leave the computational domain. As soon as material points enter these
elements they are removed from the calculation.

Figure 1 Illustration of the (a) inflow BC with inflow elements (green), and (b) outflow BC with outflow elements (red)
(Zhao et al., 2018).
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In this paper a steady uniform inflow is considered for the inflow boundaries and a fixed pressure is consideredfor
the outflow boundaries. However, it would be straightforward to update the procedure for a temporally varying
inflow.
In order to validate the theoretical formulation and numerical implementation of in/out flow BCs, a
subcriticalrectangular open channel flow problem has been simulated. An initiallyempty domain is considered of
0:15 x 0:15 x 0:01 m, in the x-, y-, z-directions, with frictionlesswalls, a prescribed horizontal inflow velocity of
1.0 m/s and a zero acceleration along the inflowboundary as indicated in Fig. 2a. The domain is discretised by line
artetrahedral elements and it is modelled with only one element in thez-direction since it is an axisymmetric
problem with only the x- and y-directions shown in Fig.2. A band of outflow elements is attached on the right side
of the computational mesh with aprescribed hydrostatic pressure on its nodes. Outflow elements and their BCs are
only activated when MPsenter the adjacent elements. The water is modelled by a simple Newtonian compressible
constitutivemodel. It has an initial density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m3, dynamic viscosity µ = 1 GPa·s and bulkmodulus K = 20
MPa. The water bulk modulus was reduced by a factor of 100 from reality inorder to increase the time step size,
as an explicit time integration scheme has been adopted.
Fig. 2 shows the simulation results in terms of (b) pressure and (c) velocity at different time steps. During the
initial time interval of about 0.8s atransient flow is observed. The water front resembles a dam break simulation
with constant water level during this period, until it reaches the wall, where in this case the material points are
removed. After the initial interval, a steady uniform flow is achieved and maintained until the simulation time is
complete. Note that the prescribed traction BC at the outflow boundary nodes causes unreasonably high pressures
near the bottom when the flow is not yet fully developed, which is especially evident at 0.15 s and 0.20 s. This is
caused by the prescribed hydrostaticpressure which is currently initiated based on the final water depth. As the
calculation continues, and the outlet water level keeps rising, this inconsistency vanishes. This phenomenon can
be avoided if the hydrostatic pressure at the outflow elements would be updated during the calculation based on
the water depth. However, the purpose of the present simulation is to indicate the capabilities of the proposed
in/outflow BCs by developing and maintaining a steady uniform flow. The BCs are capable of fulfilling this
purpose as, after 0.8 s, a constant velocity, a hydrostatic pressure and a horizontal free surface are achieved.

Figure 2 (a) Computational mesh of a rectangular channel and application of in/outflow BCs for the simulation of a subcritical
flow. Representation of the fluid flow converging to a steady solution enforced by the downstream BC; (b) pressure field; (c)
velocity field at different time steps (Zhao et al., 2018).
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TRACTION
N BOUNDA
ARY CONDIT
TION FOR MOVING
M
BOUNDARIE
B
ES
nd the locatioon of the edgge of a contin
nuum body iss
In FEM, thee nodes of thee mesh coinccide with the boundary, an
always know
wn(Cortis et al.,2018). Thherefore, appllication of most
m BCs to thhe boundaries of a contin
nuum body inn
FEM is trivial. Howeverr, applicationn of BCs to moving
m
bound
daries in MP
PM is a challeenge, as the location of a
M
Indeed
d, in MPM thhe MPs are byy definition not
n located att
body boundaary is generaally unknown a priori in MPM.
the body booundaries as they
t
represennt centres of mass.
m
Moreo
over, due to thhe fact that tthe MPs flow
w through thee
background grid, free booundaries aree not guarantteed to coinccide with the backgroundd grid nodes. So, it is nott
he applicationn of BCs. C
Certain BCs, for examplee
trivial to usse the MPs or the backgground grid nodes for th
completely fixed BCs at
a the edge of
o a structurre, can be eaasy to align along a bacckground griid edge. Thee
s
is onn
application of BCs at thhese locationn is generallyy similar to FEM. Thereefore, the foccus in this section
boundary coonditions whiich are not alligned with the
t backgroun
nd grid edgess. Indeed, mooving boundaaries by theirr
nature are unaligned
u
booundaries (at least duringg many stepss of a simulaation). Fixedd displacemen
nt(unaligned))
boundaries have
h
been adddressed by Coortis et al. (20018); here traaction boundaaries are addrressed.
ve generally been
b
applied to material points
p
locatedd
Even thoughh the MPs aree not located at the bounddary, BCs hav
close to the boundary in the initial coondition (e.g. Wang et al., 2018). For simplicity, thee BCs are app
plied at thesee
d
p
process,
regaardless of thee distance too the body bboundary. In contrast, thee
MPs duringg the entire deformation
approach takken in this paaper is to appply the BC exxactly at the boundary,
b
byy distributing it to the back
kground gridd
nodes. This removes unnnecessary inacccuracies andd means that models
m
will not
n have to bee unnecessarilly refined.
M shape funcctions are useed to map thee condition frrom the bodyy
To apply thee traction conndition at thee nodes, FEM
boundary onnto the nodess. This mappiing is the sam
me integration
n along the booundary of thhe continuum
m body whichh
is used in FE
EM (and for aligned
a
BCs in MPM). Hoowever, for aligned
a
BCs thhis integratioon involves on
nly the nodess
at the bounddary, whereaas for unalignned BCs all the
t nodes su
urrounding thhe boundary aare required. For movingg
boundaries the
t location of
o the bounddary must be known in order to apply the BC. An edge detectio
on method iss
therefore useed to locate thhe boundary based on the information stored at the MPs(Remmeerswaal, 2017
7).
he Level Sett
The edge deetection methhod, called thhe Proximityy Field Method (PFM), iss an implemeentation of th
Method(Sethhian, 1996). In
I PFM a prooximity field is created by
y a summatioon of kernel ffunctions around all MPs..
These kerneel functions can
c deform according
a
to the deformaations compuuted at the M
MPs, which allows
a
for ann
accurate reppresentation of
o the materiaal domain. The
T edge of th
he domain iss found by coomparing thee field with a
threshold. This
T
thresholdd is defined in
i the initial condition to achieve a goood fit betweeen the materrial boundaryy
and the edgge detected by
b PFM, as shown
s
in Figgure 3a. Usin
ng this threshhold the poinnts at which the materiall
boundary crrosses an edgge of the backkground grid are found. Finally,
F
the eddge is construucted by conn
necting thesee
points on thhe backgrounnd grid with composite
c
Béézier curves (Figure 3b). The edge caan thereby bee constructedd
from polynoomial sectionss of each ordeer.
e
has beenn found, FEM
M shape functtions are usedd to integrate the surface traction
t
from
m
Once the loccation of the edge
the boundarry to the nodees surroundinng the edge (Figure
(
3c). Gaussian
G
inteegration alongg the edge caan be used too
compute thee nodal forcees, which arre directly appplied in the MPM goveerning equatioons. The traction can bee
defined norm
mal to the surrface, tangenttial to the surrface or along
g a predefinedd direction inndependent frrom the anglee
of the surfacce. The tractioon in Figures3b and 3c has been defineed to be in thee vertical direection.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3IIllustration of a surface tractiion BC on a freee boundary: (a)
( contour of proximity
p
fieldd, (b) detected edge after
segmentationn of the contouur with the bacckground grid, and (c) external loads applieed to the nodes due to a verticcal traction of
fr boundary.
50 kPa alongga part of the free
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In order to demonstrate the capabilities of PFM, the effect of a surface traction on top of a soil slope has been
simulated. A 10 m high, 45° clay slope, founded on a 3 m thick clay layer, is loaded under gravity. The slope and
foundation layer are placed on top of a fixed boundary representing a stiff stratum. After the initial stresses have
been generated an additional surface tractionq is applied over a length of 5 m. This traction can represent, for
example, a small building founded on top of the slope. Two cases have been studied, in which q is applied
between 5-10 m (called case 1) and 10-15 m (called case 2) from the crest. During deformation the horizontal
location of q remains fixed, i.e. it is always applied between either 5-10 m or 10-15 m from the crest. However, q
follows the vertical deformation of the slopeas it is applied on top of the edge computed with PFM. The traction
has been fixed to be in the vertical direction. Furthermore, to investigate if PFM correctly computes the effect of
different surface tractions, multiple simulations have been performed in which q has been varied, i.e.q = 0, 20, 30,
50 or 100 kPa. The soil has a Young’s modulus of 1000 kPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45.An undrained cohesion
( ) softening Von Mises constitutive model has been used. The strength of the soil has been varied, with an
initial cohesion of = 35, 40, 45 or 50 kPa, to study the effect of a surface traction on slopes which are either
stable or unstable under their own weight. The residual cohesion is fixed to = 0.5 .
All models were setup to run a simulation of 60 s. However, in some analyses of case 1, a single material point
detached from the continuum body and the simulation ended prematurely. This was due to the geometry and
application of the surface traction, where a large stress concentration occurs due to the load being applied at the
location where the gravitational slip surface cuts through the top of the slope. This occurred in four simulations
( = 40 or 45 kPa and q = 50 or 100 kPa). However, most of the deformation occurred before the premature end
in all these simulations and the effect on the results shown in this paper is therefore small.
Figure 4 shows the MPs at the end of a simulation of case 1,with an initial cohesion of 50 kPa and an applied
traction q = 100 kPa. Furthermore, the edge detected with PFM for this simulation is given in red. In general, the
detected edge well representsthe boundary of the domain. However, sharp corners are rounded and small gaps can
occur within the material. Smoothing techniques, such as Gaussian smoothing, can be used to reduce the
occurrence of these gaps. Unfortunately, sharp corners are rounded further by Gaussian smoothing.The
blacklineshows the edge detected for the same slope loaded only by gravity, i.e. q = 0 kPa, which remains stable.
Finally, the green line represents the same slope loaded by the same load (q = 100 kPa), but atthe location of case
2.A slope failure is still observed for case 2, but the deformation is much smaller when compared to case 1.

Figure 4End of a simulation with = 50 kPa;MPs and their colour represent the displacement for q = 100 kPa (case 1); PFM
edge for q = 100 kPa (case 1) coloured in red;PFM edge for q = 100 kPa (case 2) coloured in green;PFM edge forq = 0 kPa
coloured in black.

The maximum vertical displacement is presented in Figure 5. For q = 0 kPa, large deformations, i.e. slope
failures, are observed for the two weakest materials. For increasing q the maximum deformation tends to increase
as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a show that for case 1, the maximum displacements increase with an increase ofq,
because the surface traction is applied on top of the gravitational slip surface. However, for case 2 the maximum
displacement for q = 20 kPaslightly decreases compared to a slope without a surface traction (see Figure 5b). The
surface traction causes heaving of the soil on either side of the traction. Due to the fact that q is applied to the side
of the location of the gravitational slip surface, the maximum deformation is reduced by the heaving caused by the
surface traction.An increase of q above 30 kPa causes deformations beneath the tractionwhich exceed the
maximum deformation caused by the gravitational failure for q = 0 kPa. Therefore, for q larger than 30 kPathe
maximum deformation once again increases compared to q = 0 kPa as shown in Figure 5b.
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For the stronger soils ( = 45 or 50 kPa) limited deformations are observed for low values of q. After qhas reach a
certain value, depending on the strength of the soil, a sharp increase in the deformation is observed, i.e. a slope
failure occurred. PFM can therefore be used to compute a safety limit for q,while also providing the behaviour
when this limit has been reached. Decreasing the step size inq will improve the accuracy of the limit load. Finally,
as expected the maximum deformations in case 1 are larger than in case 2, because the load is applied on top of
the gravitational slip surface in the former case whereas it is to the side of the slip surface in the latter. Due to the
adopted step size inqa difference in the safety limit cannot clearly be observed.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5Maximum vertical deformation for a slope loaded by a vertical surface traction for various
(a) case 1, (b) case 2.

(kPa) and q,

CONCLUSIONS
Novel BCs have been outlined, which allow MPM to be more generally applied in hydro-geotechnical
applications. Two numerical applications have been presented, in which these BCs are shown to give reasonable
results. However, further evaluation is required to determine the accuracy of the BCs. Being able to prescribe
in/outflow BCs (i) allows true steady-state conditions,(ii) reduces computational cost, (iii) simplifies the geometry,
and (iv) improves the general applicability of the method.PFM has been shown to be capable of computing a limit
load in MPM, while also providing the behaviour of the structure once this limit load has been reached. Both the
in/outflow BCs and PFM can be further developed to increase the general applicability of MPM.
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